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Abstract
With the rapid popularity and wide adoption of cloud storage, providing privacy-preserving by protecting sensitive

information becomes a matter of grave concern. The most effective and sensible way to address this issue is to encrypt the

data before uploading it to the cloud. However, to search over encrypted data with different keys is still an open problem

when it comes to the deployment of emerging technologies such as healthcare applications and e-marketplace systems. To

address these issues, in this paper, we proposed a secure and efficient public-key encryption with an equality test technique

that supports anonymous authorization, abbreviated as (PKEET-AA). Our proposed scheme allows a specific user to

identify who can perform the equality test process among various cloud servers without compromising sensitive infor-

mation. It also provides an anonymous approach to search for some statistical information about specific identical

encrypted records in several databases. Moreover, we prove that our proposed PKEET-AA scheme is one-way secure

against chosen-ciphertext attack (OW-CCA) and undistinguishable against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA)

in the random oracle model. Thus, to provide authorization/multi-authorization anonymity under the Decisional Diffie

Hellman assumption.
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1 Introduction

The availability of high-speed Internet and cloud services

has fueled a trend towards outsourcing data and its man-

agement to the cloud service providers (CSP). It brings a

flexible, cost-effective, and reliable way for data owners to

deal with their data storage. Users can concentrate on their

core operations by storing data to the cloud, such as

searching the keyword, pattern matching, and other

extended computations rather than incurring substantial

hardware and personnel costs. However, cloud service

providers are semi-trusted. In this sense, they cannot be

fully trusted to ensure the availability, confidentiality, or

integrity of user data outsourced to the cloud (e.g., a CSP

may be corrupted and cloud employees may be malicious

or ‘‘curious’’) [1]. Therefore, for the sake of confidential

data, a common practice is to encrypt outsourced data in

advance.

To perform a searching operation on ciphertext, public-

key encryption with keyword search (PKEKS) is one

popular research focus [2], in which an encrypted keyword

can be searched by an untrusted cloud server but cannot be

unknown and decrypted. Later, the concept of public-key

encryption scheme with the equality test (PKEET) was first

proposed by Yang et al. [3]. This notion enables two

ciphertexts under different public keys, as well as the same

public key, to check whether they contain the same data.

The PKEET immediately drawn the attention of cloud

service creators and was adopted to develop several cloud

computing amenities, including, but not limited to, facili-

tating keyword searches on encrypted data, partitioning
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encrypted emails and managing personal health records,

among others.

To tackle the privacy concerns, we expand on the

PKEET scheme by introducing an authorization mecha-

nism that enables users to specify who can perform the test

process from their ciphertexts in a multi-server scenario.

The new primitive denoted as PKEET with anonymous

authorization (PKEET-AA). The PKEET-AA is different

from the notion of anonymous trapdoor defined by Ma

et al. [4], since the anonymous trapdoor achieves only the

anonymity of the data owner.

Let us consider the following situation to elucidate the

meaning and significance of our new approach to PKEET

in a multi-server scenario. As to the meaning of PKEET-

AA, we must clarify that the term ‘‘anonymous autho-

rization’’ refers to the notion that a given server can verify

whether or not it is an assigned server tester. All of this

without necessarily being aware of the other assigned

server testers. As to the significance, we consider the

interactions in our Personal Health Records (PHRs) sys-

tem, as shown in Fig. 1. Suppose that the health adminis-

tration (HA) in any given country has (z) the number of

hospitals distributed throughout different regions. The local

database for each hospital maintains the confidentiality of

the patients’ records in their local storage, also called

‘‘server testers’’. The table for each hospital (e.g. P-Hos1

and P-Hosz tables for (z) hospitals) contains the patient’s

number and encrypted disease, denoted by P-N and PKEE-

AA (pksender , pkreciver , disease, area), respectively. For

instance, given two patients, A and B with an identical

disease belong to different areas 1 and area 2, respectively.

A encrypts his privacy information (disease and area) under

the public key pkA and the doctor’s public key pkD, and

transmits his encrypted patient’s record PKEE-AA (pkD ,

pkA , disease, area 1) to HA. Then, A generates a warrant

wA and transmits to HA. Similarly, B transmits both the

PKEE-AA (pkD , pkB , disease, area 2) and wB to HA. After

receiving these data, the HA could determine any server

tester to search whether A and B have the identical dis-

eases. However, there is no knowledge of what the real

areas and disease. Then, the HA sends the search result to

the patient A and B, respectively, which allows them to

share their medical records. While for a multi-server sce-

nario, using the PKEE-AA scheme for the department of

internal medicine to officially declare a disease either as an

outbreak or an epidemic. The health administration, which

is the head of all hospital units, has to certify the incidence

of more disease cases than expected in a given region or

among a specific group of individuals over a particular

period. This information usually extracted from a hospital’s

local storage. The HA first will take one encrypted

patient’s record from the department of internal medicine

Fig. 1 System architecture



in the P-Hos1 table as a sample for matching, represented

by PKEE-AA (pksender , pkreciver , disease*, area). After that,

broadcast this sample for all hospitals to find out all

patients with identical diseases in the internal medicine

department in (z) hospitals.

We remark that any database server will execute the

operation after receiving the sample matching, along with

its corresponding disease-warrant wd. Given that the

patients are only identified by their public keys pki and the

database servers are identified by ðpksiÞ, in a nutshell, a

PKEE-AA scheme for such scenario will lead to some of

the following features:

• Anon-Auth feature: It maintains patients’ warrant

privacy and implies that even the assigned server testers

can not recognize the owner’s sample matching public

key from the warrant value.

• Anon-MAuth feature: It protects the receivers an

assigned server testers privacy and implies that any

database server can verify whether or not he/she is an

assigned server tester, without knowing the other

database server’s public keys. This feature allows the

health administration to hide her searching areas

regarding the country policy, and also, simultaneously,

ensures the protection of all the statistical information

(the number of total patients) about the disease, until

issuing the official declaration.

• Verification feature: it verifies warrants after receiving

along with the owner of the warrant privacy-preserving.

Designing secure and anonymous authorization over cross-

domain PHRs system that offers the features as mentioned

earlier, is by no means an easy task. Therefore, our

PKEET-AA provides a feasible solution for such a sce-

nario, which will focus on this paper.

1.1 Our contributions

In order to strengthen the privacy-preserving in the sce-

nario, as mentioned above, we introduce a new approach to

the PKEET scheme in a multi-server scenario, referred to

as PKEET with anonymous authorization (PKEET-AA).

Our scheme allows finding out all the patients having a

specific disease in a multi-server scenario. To confirm the

new notion of PKEET-AA, we propose an efficient con-

struction based on the construction outlined in [5].

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We introduce a new primitive of anonymous autho-

rization, which allows to find out the statistical

information about the specific identical disease among

multiple assigned databases in an anonymous way.

• Since our goal is to inventory all patients having the

specific identical disease in a multi-server database, a

specific encrypted disease record Ci becomes equality

testable for the assigned server testers.

• Finally, to protect against leakage and to tamper risks

on transportation, the warrant can be verified after

receiving along with the owner of the warrant privacy-

preserving, which has not seen in previous works.

1.2 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work

and some preliminaries are presented in Sects. 2 and 3,

respectively. In Sect. 4, we provide a framework and the

definition of PKEET-AA scheme. We also give the security

model for PKEET-AA in this section. In Sect. 5, we pro-

pose an PKEET-AA scheme. In Sect. 6, we give the

security analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 7.

2 Related works

Public key encryption with an equality test (PKEET) was

first introduced by Yang et al. in (CT-RSA 2010) [3]. Many

improvements to PKEET schemes have carried out ever

since. These improvements have dedicated to achieve

better performance and to supplement additional func-

tionalities. To illustrate, to achieve a fine-grained autho-

rization mechanism, Tang [6] proposed an enhanced

PKEET(FG-PKEET)where only the authorized two users

could perform the test processes with the help of a trusted

party. Tang [7] later expanded the notion of FG-PKEET to

a two-proxy setting, where two proxies collaborated to

perform equality test processes. To achieve a coarse-

grained authorization, Tang [8] presented an all-or-nothing

PKEET (AoN-PKEET), which specified who could per-

form an equality test process on ciphertexts. Furthermore,

to allow only a delegated party to perform the equality test

process, Ma et al. [4] proposed a notion of public-key

encryption with delegated equality test (PKE-DET). Huang

et al. [9] proposes public-key encryption with authorized

equality test (PKE-AET), to only allow a tester to perform

the equality test process on all of the ciphertexts or specific

ciphertexts. Besides, to enhance the privacy of users’ data,

Ma et al. [10] as well proposes a notion of PKEET with

flexible authorization (PKEET-FA), which supports four

types of authorization policies at the same time. To verify

the equality test results to check whether the cloud per-

formed honestly for the PKEET-FA scheme, Xu et al. [5]

proposed a verifiable PKEET scheme, called V-PKEET.

Also, to avoid the complex key management related to

PKEET [3], the identity-based encryption [11] with the

equality test (IBE-ET) [12 16] was presented.



Moreover, a privacy-preserving homomorphism is also a

practical and promising solution to do some essential

operations on encrypted data without decryption [17].

Adopting somewhat homomorphic encryption secured in

the semi-honest model, Tushar [18] proposed the private

equality test (PET). It allows two users who want to

compare their sensitive information for checking equality

without revealing any information to each other if they do

not equal.

As a summary of this section, all of the mentioned

public-key encryption schemes with (authorized) equality

test carried out mainly relying on the traditional single-

server scenario, which are different from our problem

scenario. As distributed networks are heavily used in

modern applications [19, 20], the typical multi-server

scenario for the equality test system shown in Fig. 1.

3 Preliminaries

Here, we briefly review the related security assumptions on

which our scheme has relied.

A. COMPUTATIONAL DIFFIE–HELLMAN (CDH)

ASSUMPTION

Given ðg; ga; gbÞ for some a, b 2 ZP, where g is the

generator of G with prime order p. It is intractable to

calculate gab.

B. DECISIONAL DIFFIE–HELLMAN (DDH)

ASSUMPTION Given ðga; gb; gcÞ for some a, b, c 2 ZP,

where g is the generator of G with prime order p. It is

intractable to distinguish ðga; gb; gabÞ from ðga; gb; gcÞ.
We say that the CDH and DDH assumptions are hard

problems for every probabilistic polynomial-time algo-

rithm, the probability of solving CDH and DDH problems

is negligible.

4 PKEET with anonymous authorization
(PKEET-AA)

with equality test, which allows a sender integrated with a

third party (health administration (HA) in our scenario) to

authorize a multi-warrant mwi for z assigned server testers,

as shown in Fig. 1. A PKEET-AA scheme provides iden-

tical warrant to multiple assigned server testers in an

anonymous way, making it possible to determine which of

the patients have certain diseases among multiple assigned

server testers (multi storages). The PKEET-AA

scheme consists of two entities. The first one is a cloud, and

the second one is a set S of n users (sender (patient) or

receiver (doctor) or assigned server testers). Without loss

of generality, we assume that a sender will be more prone

to authorizing a multi-warrant mwi to z (with z� n)

assigned server testers chosen from S, denoted by

ðpks1; � � � ; pkszÞ.
The PKEET-AA entities can be described as:

1. Cloud: It is an entity that holds the third party called

Health administration (HA) and the public storage

server.

2. Health administration (HA): It is the head of all

hospitals in the system hierarchy, and it is responsible

for authorizing multiple assigned server testers.

3. Users: It is a general description of:

(a) Sender (patient): He/she is a user of the system

who can generate a ciphertext to the receiver and

also issue a disease-warrant.

(b) Receiver (doctor): He/she is a user of the

system who can decrypt the received ciphertext

using his/her private key. Note that only the

receiver could decrypt the ciphertext encrypted

by the sender.

(c) Server testers: It is an additional entities in the

system that selectively permitted to perform

equality test operations on the sender’s cipher-

text with another ciphertext.

4.2 PKEET-AA: scheme description

4.3 Security model for PKEET-AA

In this section, our security model defined as follows:

For the ciphertext security of the PKEET-AA scheme,

we define two types of adversaries whose main goal is to

reveal information about the encrypted disease records in

this fashion:

• PKEET-AA Type-1 adversary:: Such an adversary

owns both the assigned server tester’s private key and

the authorization information cannot decide whether the

challenge ciphertext is the encryption of which disease

record. To refer to this adversary, we relied on the

notion of OW-CCA security.

In this section, we first define the framework and a formal 
definition for PKEET-AA scheme. Then provide its secu-
rity model. Finally, we prove the formal security of 
PKEET-AA scheme.

4.1 Framework of PKEET-AA scheme

Generally speaking, up to now in both PKEET and PKE-
AET, there is only one new entity, called tester, who is in 
charge of performing equality test operations on other 
receivers’ ciphertexts. Instead of that, we present a new 
PKE-AET framework, based on multiple server instances



• PKEET-AA Type-2 adversary: Such an adversary does

not have access to the authorization information and

cannot recover the plaintext from the challenge cipher-

text. To refer to this adversary, we relied on the notion

of IND-CCA security.

For the authorization security of the PKEET-AA scheme,

the following security properties are critical:

• The PKEET-AA scheme must achieve the sender’s

privacy. This property addressed through the notion of

anonymous authorization (Anon-Auth).

• The PKEET-AA scheme must allow the senders to hide

their viewing selections among multiple assigned server

testers. This property addressed through the notion of

anonymous multi authorization (Anon-MAuth).

Definition 1 OW-CCA Secure Against PKEET-AA Type-

1 adversary [5]. let
Q

= (Setup, Key-Gen, Encrypt,

Decrypt, Multi-Authorization, Extract, Verification,

Test)be a PKEET-AA scheme andA be a polynomial-time

(PPT) adversary. A PKEET-AA scheme is OW-CCA

secure if for all adversaries A, AdvOW CCA;Type 1Q
;A

ðkÞ :¼j

PrðM 0 ¼ M�Þ j is negligible in the security parameter k.

Definition 2 A PKEET-AA scheme is IND-CCA secure

[5] if for all adversaries A, AdvIND CCA;Type 2Q
;A

ðkÞ :¼j

Prðq0 ¼ qÞ � 1=2 j is negligible in the security parameter

k.

Definition 3 (Anon-Auth secure). Let AdvAnon AuthQ
;A

ðkÞ¼def

Pr

pp SetupðkÞ;ðpksi;sksiÞni¼1 Key-GenðppÞ;

ððpki0;ski0Þ;ðpki1;ski1ÞÞ AðpksiÞ;q f0;1g;
^Authd Multi-Authorizationðskiq;pksiÞ;

q
0  AOMA ð ^AuthdÞ :q

0 ¼q

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

�1=2;

A PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-Auth secure if for all

adversaries A, AdvAnon AuthQ
;A

ðkÞ :¼j Prðq0 ¼ qÞ j is negli-

gible in the security parameter k.

Definition 4 (Anon-MAuth secure). Let

AdvAnon MAuthQ
;A

ðkÞ¼def

Pr

pp SetupðkÞ;ðpki;skiÞni¼1 Key-GenðppÞ;

ððpks0;sks0Þ;ðpks1;sks1ÞÞ AðpkiÞ;q f0;1g;
^Authd Multi-Authorizationðski;pksqÞ;

q
0  AOMA ð ^AuthdÞ :q

0 ¼q

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

�1=2;

A PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-MAuth secure if for all

adversaries A, AdvAnon MAuthQ
;A

ðkÞ :¼j Prðq0 ¼ qÞ j is negli-
gible in the security parameter k.

4.4 Proposed PKEET-AA scheme

In this section, we will provide a detailed construction for

PKEET-AA scheme. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed

PKEET-AA. The concrete construction as follows:

1. Setup:

Taking a security parameter k as input, this algo-

rithm produces G1 and G2 are two groups with the a

prime order p. It then outputs the public parameters as

follows:

• Choose g to be a generator for G1.

• Determine a bilinear map ê : G1 �G1 ! G2.

• Select cryptographic secure hash functions:

H1 : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gw, H2 : G1 ! f0; 1gw1?w2 ,

H3 : G1 ! G1, H4;H5 : G1 ! f0; 1gw,
H6 : f0; 1gw ! f0; 1gw, H7 : f0; 1gw �G1 ! Z�p,

where w1, w2 denotes the bit-length of G1 and Zp,

respectively.

The public system parameters are

pp ¼ fe;G1;G2; p; g;H1;H2;H3;H4;H5;H6;H7g.

2. Key-Gen:

Taking the public parameters pp, the algorithm

selects ai;bi 2 Z�p then outputs the public/private key

pair for each participant such

as:ðski; pkiÞ ¼ ððai; biÞ; ðXi ¼ gai ; Yi ¼ gbiÞÞ.
3. Encrypt:

To encrypt Mi 2 G1 with public key pki. It

randomly selects ri;1; ri;2 2 Z�p, then sets the ciphertext

Ci ¼ ðci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;4; ci;5Þ as follows:
ci;1 ¼ gri;1 , ci;2 ¼ gri;2 .

ci;3 ¼ H3ðMiÞ � Yri;2
i .

ci;4 ¼ ðMi k ri;1ÞaH2ðXri;1
i Þ.

ci;5 ¼ H1ðci;1 k ci;2 k ci;3 k ci;4 k Mi k ri;1Þ.
Here k represents for concatenation symbol and a

stands for XOR operation.

4. Decrypt:

To decrypt ciphertext Ci ¼ ðci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;5Þ
with user private key ski ¼ ðai; biÞ, it works as follows:

Parse M
0
i and r

0
i;1 from

M
0

i k r
0

i;1 ¼ ci;4aH2ðcaii;1Þ.
Then outputs M

0
i ¼ Mi if the following equalities

hold:



gr
0
i;1 ¼ ci;1;

H1ðci;1 k ci;2 k ci;3 k ci;4 k M
0

i k r
0

i;1Þ ¼ ci;5.

5. Multi-authorization:

Firstly, the sender Ui compute the disease-warrant

wd. Taking the public parameters pp; his/her private

key ski, where ski ¼ ðai; biÞ and the ciphertext

Ci ¼ ðci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;5Þ, then compute wd ¼ c
bi
i;2.

Secondly, suppose that the health administration

(HA) obtains the sender sample matching Ci ¼
ðci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;5Þ along with its corresponding

warrant wd. The HA generates identical warrant (called

a multi-warrant mwi) to authorize z assigned server

testers with public keys pksi ¼ ðXs1 ; Ys1Þ; � � � ; ðXsz ; YszÞ,
where z\n. Without loss of generality, set the assigned

server testers public keys as pksi ¼ ðXsi ; YsiÞ ¼ ðXs1 ¼
gas1 ; Ys1 ¼ gbs1Þ; � � � ; ðXsz ¼ gasz ; Ysz ¼ gbszÞ. For ði ¼
1; � � � ; zÞ assigned server testers, it performs the

following steps:

• Picks a random number w 2 Z�p.

• Compute U ¼ gw and Fi ¼ ðXsiÞ
w
.

Fig. 2 Proposed PKEET AA scheme



• Pick an ephemeral value # 2 f0; 1gw at random and

compute

mwi ¼ H4ðFiÞ k ðH5ðFiÞa#Þ ¼ ðmw1; � � � ;mwzÞ.
• Use the ephemeral value # to compute a symmetric

key sk ¼ H6ð#Þ, and generate V ¼ EskðwdÞ and

D ¼ H7ð#;mwi;wd;V ;UÞ.
• Finally, set Authd ¼ ðmwi;U;V ;DÞ.

6. Extract:

Taking a ciphertext Ci; the Authd value and the

assigned server testers private keys ðasi ; bsiÞ. The

assigned server testers si executes the algorithm to

extract the multi-warrant mwi as follows:

• Compute F ¼ Uasi and H4ðFÞ.
• Use H4ðFÞ to find the corresponding receivers

warrant mwi 2 ðmw1; � � � ;mwzÞ by computing

mwi ¼ H4ðFÞ k R, where R denotes the remaining

string by removing H4ðFÞ from mwi.

• Extract #� ¼ RaH5ðFÞ.
• Set a symmetric key sk� ¼ H6ð#�Þ, and compute

wd
� ¼ Dsk� ðVÞ ¼ c

bi
i;2

�
.

7. Verification:

After the assigned server testers si extracted the

user’s warrant wd
�. The assigned server testers verifies

the validation of the warrant as follows:

• Compute D� ¼ H7ð#�;mwi;wd
�;V ;UÞ.

• Check whether D� and D are equal. If the equation

holds, it outputs 1 as valid; othemwise, it outputs 0.

8. Test:

To decide the test equivalence of two ciphertext

ðCi;Ci
0 Þ, given two multi-authorization values

ðAuthd;Authd
0 Þ ¼ ððmwi;U;V ;DÞ; ðmwi

0
;U

0
;V

0
;D

0 ÞÞ,
the assigned server testers private keys ðasi ; bsiÞ. It then
works as follows:

• Parse Ci as Ci  ðci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;4; ci;5Þ.
• After the assigned server testers si extracted and

verified the user’s warrant wd (precisely after

extracted and verified that the value of ðD� ¼ DÞ.
It then works as follows:

Compute vi ¼ H3ðMiÞ ¼ ci;3=wd ¼ ci;3=c
bi
i;2.

Apply the same calculation to compute vi
0
on

input Ci
0
and wd

0
.

Finally, verify whether vi
0 ¼ vi or not. When the

equation holds, the test algorithm outputs 1 for

equivalent; othemwise, it outputs 0 for distinct.

The consistency property of our scheme is proven as

follows:

Correctness: The algorithm Decrypt can parse M
0
i and

r
0
i;1 as follows:

M
0

i k r
0

i;1 ¼ ci;4aH2ðcaii;1Þ
¼ ðMi k ri;1ÞaH2ðXri;1

i ÞaH2ðgri;1aiÞ
¼ ðMi k ri;1ÞaH2ðgai ri;1ÞaH2ðgri;1aiÞ
¼ ðMi k ri;1Þ

Then, it checks both gr
0
i;1 ¼ ci;1 and

H1ðci;1 k ci;2 k ci;3 k ci;4 k M
0

i k r
0

i;1Þ ¼ ci;5. It is straight-

forward that the correctness holds along with the

decryption algorithm.

Consistency: The algorithm Test can compute:

vi ¼ ci;3=wd ¼ ci;3=c
bi
i;2

¼ H3ðMiÞ � Yri;2
i =gri;2bi

¼ H3ðMiÞ � gbi
ri;2
=gri;2bi

¼ H3ðMiÞ � gbi�ri;2=gri;2�bi
¼ H3ðMiÞ

and similarly,

vi
0 ¼ H3ðMi

0 Þ
Thus, the equality

vi ¼ vi
0

holds if and only if Mi ¼ Mi
0
, this is because H3 is a

collision resistant function. So the

TestðCi;Authd;Ci
0
;Authd

0 Þ algorithm always outputs 1;

or 0 otherwise.

5 Security and performance analysis

5.1 Security analysis

In this section, we summaries the security of our PKEET-

AA scheme by the following theorems.

Theorem 1 Our PKEET-AA scheme is OW-CCA secure

against Type-1 Adversary and in the random oracle model

assuming the CDH problem is intractable.

Theorem 2 Our PKEET-AA scheme is IND-CCA secure

against Type-2 Adversary and in the random oracle model

assuming the DDH and CDH problems are intractable.

Proof As to this enhanced new primitive, the existing

properties in [5] are still holding, and their security proofs

remain the same. Therefore, the OW-CCA security against

Type-1 Adversary and IND-CCA security against Type-2

Adversary are quite similar to their proof. The only



exception for authorization oracle, the modification as

below:

Let A be a PPT adversary against PKEET-AA. We

assume that A makes at most qHi
random oracle queries to

Hið1� i� 6Þ, qD decryption queries, qMA
authorization

queries. LHi and AutL denotes for the hash list 8ð1� i� 6Þ
and a authorization list, respectively. B can simulate the

Challenger’s execution of each hybrid games, controls

oracle OHi , OD and OMA ; after thatB takes advantage ofA

breaking the hardness problems if A attaks PKEET-AA.

The multi-authorization oracle OMA : On receiving multi-

authorization request, the authorization oracle work as

follows:

1. For the target user t and selected z assigned server

public keys ðpksiÞ, if Ci 6¼ Ĉt, it returns the authoriza-

tion information ^Authd ¼ ð ^mwt; Û; V̂ ; D̂Þ.
2. Else, it checks if ðpkt; pksi ;w; ^mwt; ÛÞ exists in AutL, it

returns ð ^mwt; Û; V̂ ; D̂Þ on authorization list.

3. Else, it picks w �R
Z

p�, computes ^Authd as: Without

loss of the generality, B first selects z target server

public keys ðpksiÞ, denoted by ðpks1 � � � ; pkszÞ, where
ði ¼ 1; � � � ; zÞ and z\n. Taking the public parameters

pp; an U’s private key ski for the sender, where skt ¼
ðat; btÞ and the ciphertext Ĉt ¼ ð ^ct;1; ^ct;2; ^ct;3; ^ct;4; ^ct;5Þ,
then set ŵd  ^ct;2

bt .

For ði ¼ 1; � � � ; zÞ assigned server testers, it per-

forms the following steps:

B picks w �R
Z

p� and execute the authorization

algorithm as follows:

Û  gw, F̂t  ðXsiÞ
w
, # f0; 1gw, ^mwt

H4ðF̂tÞ k ðH5ðF̂tÞa#Þ, ^sk H6ð#Þ, V̂  E ^skðŵdÞ,
D̂ H7ð#; ^mwt; ŵd; V̂; ÛÞ, ^Authd  ð ^mwt; Û; V̂ ; D̂Þ.

Then records ð ^mwt; Û; V̂ ; D̂Þ on authorization list

AutL, and ^Authd is returned as the authorization

information to the adversary A.

1. Set the the server’s public key

pksi ¼ pks ¼ ðXs ¼ gas ; Ys ¼ gbsÞ.
2. Obtain two pair keys of senders t0 and t1 from A:

ðx0 ¼ a0; y0 ¼ b0ÞðX0 ¼ ga0 ; Y0 ¼ gb0 ¼ gvÞ and two

pair keys for t1, via invoke A on input pks ¼ ðXs ¼
gas ; Ys ¼ gbsÞ with the same distribution as that in

PKEET-AA.

3. Randomly chooses q 2 f0; 1g and considering on

^ct;2 ¼ gu, compute ŵd ¼ ^ct;2
bq ¼ gubq and then gener-

ates ^Authd by taking ðpp; pks; skqÞ as input as follows:
ŵ �R

Z
p�, Û gŵ, #̂ �R

f
0; 1gw, x̂ �R

f
0; 1gw,

x̂0  �R
f

0; 1gw, m̂w x̂ k ðx̂0a#̂Þ, sk H6ð#̂Þ,

V̂  EskðgabqÞ, D̂ H7ð#̂; m̂w; gubq ; V̂ ; ÛÞ,
^Authd ðm̂w; Û; V̂ ; D̂Þ. Then, returns ^Authd to A.

4. Guess. The adversary A responds with its guess q
0 2

f0; 1g . If q ¼ q
0
output 1; othemwise, output 0.

On receiving a multi-authorization request, the authoriza-

tion oracle for A simulated as follows.

Given an instance ðY0 ¼ gb0 ¼ gv; ^ct;2 ¼ gu; ŵd ¼
^ct;2

bq ¼ gubq ¼ gzorguvÞ of the DDH problem, let us analyze

the behavior B of as below:

1. Case 1: z �R
Z

p. The warrant value ŵd constructed as

gz. The view of A in the simulation by B is perfect, if

and only if B outputs q
0
of A is equal to q , we have

Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; gzÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 1=2:

2. Case 2: z ¼ uv. The warrant value ŵd constructed as

guv. The view of A in the simulation by B is perfect, if

and only if B outputs q
0
of A is equal to q , we have

Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; guvÞ ¼ 1� ¼ �ðkÞ:

It is well-known that the DDH problem is hard with exist a

negligible function

neglðkÞ� j Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; gzÞ ¼ 1�

� Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; guvÞ ¼ 1� j¼j 1=2� �ðkÞ j

This implies that �ðkÞ� 1=2?neglðkÞ, therefore, our pro-
posed PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-Auth secure againstA.

h

Theorem 4 Our PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-MAuth

secure according to Definition 4 under the DDH

assumption.

Proof We observe that part of the authorization informa-

tion (Fi value) is a ciphertext generated by the El Gamal

This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. h

Theorem 3 Our PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-Auth secure 
according to Definition 3 under the DDH assumption.

Proof We perceive that part of the authorization infor-
mation (warrant wd value) is a ciphertext generated by the 
El Gamal encryption. Thus, it is easy to prove that the 
PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-Auth secure under the DDH 
assumption on G1. Let A be a PPT adversary against 
Anon-Auth of the PKEET-AA scheme. We suppose there 
is an algorithm B that solves the DDH problem, on input 
ðgv; gu; gzÞ 2  G1, then B work as follows:



encryption. Thus, it is easy to prove that the PKEET-AA

scheme is Anon-MAuth secure under the DDH assumption

onG1. LetA be a PPT adversary against Anon-Auth of the

PKEET-AA scheme. We suppose there is an algorithm B

that solves the DDH problem, on input ðgv; gu; gzÞ 2 G1,

then B work as follows:

1. Invoke A and obtain a target warrant wd and t � 1

server’s public key chosen from S� fpks1; pks2g,
denoted by pks2; � � � ; pkst

2. Randomly chooses q 2 f0; 1g and then generates

^Authd as follows:

(a) Pick ŵ �R
Z

p� and set Û  gŵ.

(b) Pick a string #̂ �R
f

0; 1gw.

(c) Randomly pick x̂q �
R

f
0; 1gw and compute

^mw1  x̂q k ðx̂qa#̂Þ.
(d) For i ¼ 2; . . .; t assigned server testers, do the

following:

(e) Compute sk ¼ H6ð#̂Þ, V̂ ¼ EskðwdÞ, D̂ ¼
H7ð#̂; ^mw1; ^mw2; � � � ; ^mwt;wd; V̂ ; ÛÞ,

^Authd ¼ ð ^mw1; ^mw2; � � � ; ^mwt; Û; V̂; D̂Þ. Then,

returns ^Authd to A.

i. Invoke A and obtain ðsksi
0
; pksi

0 Þ ¼ ððasi
0
; bsi

0 Þ; ðXsi
0 ¼

gasi
0
; Ysi

0 ¼ gbsi
0
ÞÞ, and compute Fi

0 ¼ ^ðUÞasi
0

.

ii. Make H4ðFi
0 Þ and H5ðFi

0 Þ queries to obtain x̂i 2
f0; 1gw and x̂i

0 2 f0; 1gw.
iii. Compute ^mwi x̂i k ðx̂i 0a#̂Þ.

3. Guess. The adversary A responds with its guess q
0 2

f0; 1g . If q ¼ q
0
output 1; othemwise, output 0.

On receiving a multi-authorization request, the authoriza-

tion oracle for A simulated as follows.

Given an instance ðYsi
0 ¼ gbsi

0
¼ gv; Û ¼ gŵ ¼ gu;Fi

0 ¼
^ðUÞasi

0

¼ gzorguvÞ of the DDH problem, let us analyze the

behavior B of as below:

1. Case 1: z �R
Z

p. The value of Fi
0
is constructed as gz.

The view of A in the simulation by B is perfect, if and

only if B outputs q
0
of A is equal to q , we have

Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; gzÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 1=2:

2. Case 2: z ¼ uv. The value of Fi
0
is constructed as guv.

The view of A in the simulation by B is perfect, if and

only if B outputs q
0
of A is equal to q , we have

Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; guvÞ ¼ 1� ¼ �ðkÞ:

It is well-known that the DDH problem is hard with exist a

negligible function

neglðkÞ� j Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; gzÞ ¼ 1�

� Pr½BðG1; g; g
v; gu; guvÞ ¼ 1� j¼j 1=2� �ðkÞ j

This implies that �ðkÞ� 1=2?neglðkÞ, therefore, our pro-
posed PKEET-AA scheme is Anon-MAuth secure against

A. h

5.2 Performance analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-

posed PKEET-AA scheme as well as the performance of

the schemes mentioned in [4, 6, 12, 13, 15, 21]. The

comparison is primed based on the experimental results in

[16, 22, 23], for various cryptographic operations using

MIRACLE [24] in Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-26300@2.30 GHz

CPU platform processor with memory 1 GB and the

Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. From this experimental

results, we can notice that the relative running time of one

pairing operation Te is 5.275 m/s, one-way hash function Th
is 0.009 m/s, HashToPoint function TH is 5.101 m/s, scalar

multiplication Tsm is 1.97 m/s and exponential operation

Texp is 0.331 m/s, where the symmetric key encryption and

decryption running times are very close to hash function

running time [14, 25]. Hence, we adopted the same running

time of one-way hash function for both encryption Tse and

decryption Tsd.

For the sake of convenience, we define the following

notations: Th(the time complexity of one-way hash func-

tion); TH(the time complexity of HashToPoint function); Te
(the time complexity of pairing operation); Tsm (the time

complexity of scalar multiplication); Tmul (the time com-

plexity of pairing-based scalar multiplication); Texp (the

time complexity of exponential operation ); Tsd (the time

complexity of symmetric decryption); Tse (represents the

symmetric encryption).

We compare our scheme’s communication efficiency in

terms of computation, communication costs, and privacy

preservation against its counterpart PKE-DET scheme [4]

since the latter is the only scheme in previous works that

provide the anonymity feature for data owners. As we can

observe in both Table 1 and Fig. 3, PKE-DET [4] has a

higher computational cost than our scheme, since their

scheme uses too many bilinear map operations. According

to Table 2, PKE-DET scheme does not provide a warrant



verification method, and so our scheme has much better

efficiency.

As shown in Table 2, we can observe that the commu-

nication cost of scheme [21] increases linearly with the

number of messages, while the proposed schemes [4, 9] are

fixed value. However, we find that existing the bilinear

pairings in the test algorithm lets our proposed scheme is

smaller than scheme [21]. Additionally, our scheme’s

warrant security assumption is stronger than the DLP that

uses in scheme [21]. Thus, the proposed PKEET-AA

scheme can be considered more secure to ensure the pri-

vacy of sender than that of scheme [21].

In the field of healthcare applications in cloud comput-

ing, power consumption, computational cost, and com-

munications overhead cause serious problems. According

to Table 1, and despite that our authorization algorithm has

slightly higher computational cost than those in schemes

[4, 6, 13], our test algorithm still has the most lower con-

sumption cost than schemes [4, 6, 12, 13, 15, 21]. More-

over, our decryption algorithm is the same efficient as the

scheme [6], which is less computational cost than those of

other schemes [4, 12, 13, 15, 21]. Following the first

PKEET [3], many schemes suffer from using bilinear

pairings in the test algorithms [4, 6, 12, 13, 15, 21]. But the

relative computation cost of the pairing is approximately

20 times higher than that of the scalar multiplication over

elliptic curve group, which add extra burden to the cloud

servers.

As a result, our scheme can achieve a better computa-

tional performance than the previously mentioned pro-

posed schemes and, more importantly, our scheme can be

compatible with health care application and feasible to

cloud computing.

6 Applications

In the following, several applications, including the

anonymous multi-vendor e-marketplace system, e-mail

service system, and financial transactions, are presented to

demonstrate how our new PKEET approach to imple-

mented in real-world applications. The anonymous multi-

vendor e-marketplace system discussed in detail, but the

other two are only briefly touched on.

For further clarification, we provide another scenario of

our new PKEET approach for an anonymous multi-vendor

e-marketplace system, as shown in Fig. 4. There is a

Broker, that facilitates communications between buyer and

seller. There are k Vendors that sell their items, and there

are several Customers, who intend to shop at more than one

Vendor. In this scenario, we suppose that the customers’

data is encrypted, both at rest (when stored on a local

server) and in transit (i.e. when being sent to the broker).Ta
bl
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To anonymously test whether two encrypted messages are

actually encrypted with the same plane message. In other

words, to anonymously test whether the same item is sold

out by two different vendors, a customer CA encrypts his

private informationMCA
(e.g item, vendor) under the public

key pkCA
and the vendor’s public key pkV , and sends the

encrypted massage to the broker with warrant wA. A cus-

tomer CB does exactly as CA did. Upon receiving the two

encrypted messages from CA and CB, the broker could

determine any server tester to search whether MCA
and MCB

have the identical items. However, there is no knowledge

of what the real item and Vendor. Afterward, the broker

sends the search result to the customer CA and CB, allowing

them to share their results. Financial audit logs contain a

very sensitive information about financial transactions. Our

PKEET-AA approach allows financial institutions to

release audit logs in encrypted format. For instance, sup-

pose that there are fraudsters or unscrupulous merchants

repeatedly submit authorization and/or clearing requests

for the same financial transactions after having been ini-

tially declined. When it does, our PKEET-AA approach

allows two auditors from different financial institutions to

encrypt their private information (e.g merchant, requested

transaction, transaction status= declined). Then, they send

this information for the equality test. After the auditors

receive the result, they share it and take the necessary legal

and financial action.

Electronic mail (email or e-mail) is a method of

exchanging messages for confidential personal as well as

business needs. To authenticate the sender of an e-mail

message at the receiver’s client and guarantee that the

message can be read-only by the intended recipient, many

approaches are used. The most common approach is to

encrypt e-mails and store them at mail servers. Our

PKEET-AA approach allows e-mail users to anonymously

test whether two encrypted e-mail messages are actually

encrypted with the same plain message or not, as in pre-

vious scenarios.

Fig. 3 The efficiency comparison

Table 2 Comparative summary

PKE DET [4] PKE AET [9] IBE FET [21] PKEET AA

Storage Public key 2 j G j 2 j G j ðn?2Þ j G j 2 j G j
Ciphertext 4 j G j ? j Zq j 3 j G j ? j Zq j ðn?2Þ j G j ? j GT j ? j Zq j 4 j G j ? j Zq j
Warrant 2 j G j 2 j G j ðn?1Þ j G j j G j

Warrant Ciphertext U 7 U U

Data owner privacy U 7 U U

Assigned server

privacy

7 7 7 U

Verification 7 U 7 U

Warrant

security

Assumption DDH DLP DDH

Cipher security OW CCA/IND

CCA

OW CCA/IND

CCA

OW ID CCA OW CCA/IND

CCA

j G j,j GT j: the bit length of point in group G and GT respectively, j Zq j: the bit length of number 2 Zq, n: the number of messages



test processes. Thus, we argue that our scheme is more

compatible with cloud applications, including the health-

care system. This work’s outcomes could serve the

implementation of further effective countermeasures rela-

ted to cloud computing applications to solve security and

privacy issues. Our future work will focus on designing and

employing more equality test techniques under different

cryptosystems such as identity-based cryptography (IBC)

and certificateless cryptography (CL-PKC).
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